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Analysis of the Relationship Between Pitcher Size and UCL Tears

Introduction

One of the most common – and dreaded –
injuries a pitcher can experience is a torn ulnar
collateral ligament (UCL). This elbow ligament is
what wears much of the stress of the throwing
motion, and a tear requires a procedure known
as Tommy John surgery, which sidelines the
patient for at least a year. From the 2000-2018
seasons, 701 out 2945 Major League Baseball
(MLB) pitchers had undergone Tommy John
surgery (23.8%), signifying how large of an
impact UCL tears have on the players, teams,
and league as a whole.  Despite being heavily
researched, much about the causes of this injury
remain unknown.

In this poster, I will inspect the correlation
between pitcher size (BMI) and UCL tear rate
with respect to velocity, role, and age in order to
determine whether the former has a statistically
significant impact on the latter. The results of
this study may aid front offices in evaluating
injury risk of pitchers and help pitchers lower
their chances of a UCL tear.

Methods
• Data used in this study are from the 2000-

2018 MLB seasons and are taken from
FanGraphs, the Lahman Database, and Jon
Roegele’s Tommy John Database

• Due to the many variables which are
connected to BMI and UCL health, such as
age and velocity, pitcher size was analyzed
independent of these variables, which are
controlled through partial correlations

• An R program was used in order to combine
the data sets, perform statistical tests, make
calculations, and construct graphics

Evidence for Linear Relationship Between BMI and UCL Tears

Conclusions
From the evidence presented, the following
conclusion was reached:
• The higher the BMI of a pitcher, the higher

his probability of tearing his UCL, regardless
of velocity, role, or age.

Future Directions:
• Although a relationship between BMI and

UCL tears has been established, causation
has not been investigated

• Once research is conducted to determine
causation (biomechanical differences,
fitness/nutrition, etc.), action may be taken in
order to decrease the risk of UCL tears in
affected pitchers

Every pitcher was sorted into BMI deciles
(each with ~295 pitchers), and then the
percentage of the pitchers in each decile who
had undergone Tommy John surgery was
calculated.
• As BMI increases, UCL tear rate increases
• The two variables have a linear relationship
• Correlation is extremely strong and

positive, with a correlation coefficient of 0.9

Pitchers were sorted into either above or below
the league average age, and then BMI quartiles
of each were calculated, with each quartile
containing ~360 pitchers.
• Regardless of age group, higher BMIs were

correlated with higher chances of UCL tears

Pitchers were split into starters and relievers. In
Figures 9 and 10, BMI quartiles of each group
were made, with each SP quartile containing
~205 pitchers and each RP quartile containing
~530 pitchers.
• For both starters and relievers, there is a

linear relationship between BMI and UCL
tear probability

• For both starters and relievers, there is no
correlation between BMI and innings pitched

Figures 5-8 evaluate pitching velocity, BMI and
UCL tear rate correlation 
• In Figure 5, each pitcher was sorted into

velocity quartiles, and then each velocity
quartile was broken into BMI quartiles, each
with ~170 pitchers. For every velocity
grouping, there is a posit ive l inear
relationship between BMI and UCL tear rate

• Figures 6-8 illustrate that pitching velocity
has increased every season since 2000.
Average BMI and UCL tear rate have
followed a more parabolic path, with both
peaks overlapping in between the 2010 and
2015 season – suggest ing a close
relationship between BMI and UCL tear rate.
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